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COMMENTARY

Empathetic application of machine learning
may address appropriate utilization of ART
Julian Jenkins1,2,*, Sheryl van der Poel3, Jan Krüssel4, Ernesto Bosch5, Scott M. Nelson6,
Anja Pinborg7, Mylene M.W. Yao8

ABSTRACT

The value of artificial intelligence to benefit infertile patients is a subject of debate. This paper presents the
experience of one aspect of artificial intelligence, machine learning, coupled with patient empathy to improve
utilization of assisted reproductive technology (ART), which is an important aspect of care that is under-recognized.
Although ART provides very effective options for infertile patients to build families, patients often discontinue ART
when further treatment is likely to be beneficial and most of these patients do not achieve pregnancy without medical
aid. Use of ART is only in part dependent on financial considerations; stress and other factors play a major role, as
shown by high discontinuation rates despite reimbursement. This commentary discusses challenges and strategies to
providing personalized ART prognostics based on machine learning, and presents a case study where appropriate use
of such prognostics in ART centres is associated with a trend towards increased ART utilization.

INTRODUCTION

T

he potential of assisted
reproductive technology (ART)
to address infertility is limited
by the under-utilization of wellestablished ART, where appropriate and
legally allowed. This ART under-utilization
is inadequately captured at national level
and its impact on cumulative pregnancy
rates is under-appreciated. Although
financial considerations are an obvious
barrier to the use of ART, even with
full reimbursement, patients appear
reluctant to move onto and persist with
ART for as long as would be anticipated
to be beneficial. This suggests stress

and other factors are key barriers to
ART utilization. One patient-centred
approach to addressing stress is to clearly
communicate individualized prognostic
information to patients with transparency
and empathy, thereby helping patients
set realistic expectations of ART. Shared
decision-making may also reduce
the stress of healthcare practitioners
counselling patients on ART prognosis.
This commentary discusses challenges
to providing accurate, personalized ART
prognostics with any modelling method,
challenges and potential benefits specific
to the use of machine learning. Finally,
we present a case study (Univfy), sharing
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strategies to address challenges of
ART prognostics and ongoing efforts
to improve empathetic prognostics
counselling benefiting appropriate ART
under-utilization.

LIMITED ART UTILIZATION
COMPROMISES PER-PATIENT
SUCCESS
Premature ART discontinuation
commonly occurs even in countries
providing national reimbursement,
negatively impacting ultimate perpatient live birth rates. An analysis of
122,560 couples undergoing ART in
Germany revealed that 37,220 (30.4%)
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discontinued after the first or second
unsuccessful treatment (Kreuzer et al.,
2018). The Danish national registers
revealed within 5 years of starting
treatments with ART of 2137 women,
53% delivered after ART, 11% delivered
after achieving pregnancy without
medical aid and 0.6% delivered after
intrauterine insemination (Malchau et al.,
2017). As Denmark has one of the highest
ART utilization rates in Europe this may
represent the best-case scenario (De
Geyter et al., 2018).

LIMITATIONS OF ART REGISTRY
DATA FOR COUNSELLING
PATIENTS
National registries have limitations for
ART prognostics counselling, because
this is not their aim. Prior to consulting
specialists, patients could learn about
ART success rates from online calculators
such as those developed from UK or
US registries (https://w3.abdn.ac.uk/
clsm/opis or https://www.sartcorsonline.
com/Predictor/Patient). However,
patients consulting fertility specialists are
better counselled by informed centrespecific ART prognostics. Registries
do not collect all variables important
for prognostication, clinical practice
differs between ART clinics and even
terminology may be used inconsistently
(Jenkins et al., 2004). Prognostic models
need sufficient relevant data specificity
for both patients and the chosen
treatment centre.

CHALLENGES IN PREDICTION OF
PREGNANCY FOLLOWING ART
Many ART outcome prediction models
have been reported, although they are
not widely adopted and their impact
is unknown (Ratna et al., 2020). The
relevant literature has primarily focused
on technical issues rather than clinical
utility. In prognostic modelling, broadly
speaking, there are two main types
of errors – bias or ‘underfitting’ and
variance or ‘overfitting’. Imagine first
a prediction model using a data set
comprising 100,000 ART cycles and only
one clinical variable, age. This model
would have significant underfitting, i.e.
failing to ‘see’ relationships between
many potentially relevant variables and
outcomes. Next, imagine a prediction
model using a data set comprising 100
ART cycles, and 50 clinical variables.
This prediction model is likely to have
significant overfitting: over-interpreting

noise as relationships between variables
and outcomes. The optimal prediction
model minimizes both errors, settling on
the appropriate ‘bias and variance tradeoff’ to best serve the clinical goals.
Although the patient's age is often the
top prognostic factor, age accounts
for only ∼50% of the prediction prior
to starting an IVF cycle. Whereas it is
simple for fertility clinics to present
success rates against age, it becomes
increasingly difficult to include additional
factors to improve prognostication. The
development of sound centre-specific
prediction models requires expertise
typically unavailable at ART centres.
Common challenges of ART prognostic
modelling include technical or design
flaws in the original modelling work
(Christodoulou et al., 2019; Leushuis et al.,
2009). Further, although models may be
used beyond their originating population,
validation in the new population is
required and may fail due to diverse
patient clinical profiles, non-uniform use
of diagnostic testing and criteria, and
variations in treatment ovarian stimulation
protocols and embryology protocols at
other centres (Christodoulou et al., 2019;
Leushuis et al., 2009). Separately, there
is a paucity of discussion in the literature
about the requirements of real-world
usage of ART prognostics counselling
beyond academic research. Prediction
models requiring variables available
only after starting ART render them less
relevant to patients considering their
first ART cycle. Even if a reliable centrespecific model were developed, its qualityassured implementation into an easily
usable tool presents additional challenges.

CONVERGENCE OF
DEVELOPMENTS ENABLING
MACHINE LEARNING
PROGNOSTICATION IN ART
One approach to address the above
challenges is through machine learning,
in view of technological advances and
changes in willingness to trust prediction
models. For many years, web-based
knowledge sharing has supported both
public and professional education
(Jenkins et al., 1999; Whittington
et al., 2004) and now machine
learning is increasingly being applied
to ART (Zaninovic et al., 2019). Cloud
computing, internet speed and ubiquity,
versatility of programming frameworks
and security technology have made it
feasible to provide personalized ART

machine learning prognostication
services, although machine learning in
itself is not a ‘magic bullet’, requiring
expert application, strict validation and
meaningful presentation of probabilities
to patients.

APPLYING MACHINE LEARNING
TO ART PROGNOSTICATION
Machine learning is an application of
artificial intelligence often described as a
branch of computing focusing on models
that automatically learn from structured
data, such as held in ART databases.
Logistic regression and linear regression
are earlier examples of supervised
machine learning algorithms, whereas
‘traditional machine learning’ or just
‘machine learning’ often refers to more
advanced machine learning methods
such as Bayesian network, support vector
machine, gradient boosting machine
(GBM) or random forest. Deep learning
artificial intelligence applications are
part of broader machine learning most
useful when analysing very large datasets,
especially of unstructured information,
such as images of blastocysts to select
for transfer, and is not the focus of
the discussion here. Thus, the broader
machine learning heading comprises
methodologies (logistic regression,
traditional machine learning, and deep
learning) that can address a wide
range of data sets. There is no need to
advocate for one method or another,
and modelling techniques may even
be combined. For example, when
modelling the ART dataset described
in Nelson et al. (2015), the prediction
model resulting from combined GBM
and logistic regression in the form of
generalized linear method (GLM) was
superior to models developed from using
GBM alone or GLM alone. However, that
does not mean that each ART dataset
should be treated this way and objective
assessments are needed to determine
the most appropriate technique for
achieving the best prediction model for
the clinical goals. One potential benefit
of machine learning, such as GBM, in
ART prognostication is that it provides a
framework for using regression in a way
that allows the comprehensive testing of
training and test set designs and variable
selection to be performed with efficiency
and this framework, once established,
can be applied to many distinct data
sets originating from different sources
(Friedman, 2001). The caveat is that
combined machine learning modelling
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expertise and an in-depth understanding
of potential biases in clinical ART data
are required to ensure proper design
and feature engineering (the selection
of variables and their formats) to avoid
overfitting and unintended biases
(Vollmer et al., 2018).

CASE STUDY: A REAL-WORLD
APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TO SUPPORT
PATIENT COUNSELLING IN ART
By using a platform that achieved
scalability from having analysed over
200,000 ART cycles from over 50 ART
centres across North America, Europe
and Asia, Univfy enables ART success
prognostic models to be trained and
validated on a centre-specific basis
(Univfy® AI Platform, issued and pending
US and global patents). The platform
has addressed many clinical needs, for
which performance metrics have been
published, including the use of first ART
cycle data to predict a subsequent ART
cycle live birth probability (Banerjee
et al., 2010), the use of clinical data
prior to the first ART cycle to predict
first ART cycle live birth probability using
both a multicentre (Choi et al., 2013)
and a centre-specific approach (Nelson
et al., 2015), and the use of clinical data
available on the day of embryo transfer to
predict the probability of multiple births
from double embryo transfer for elective
single-embryo transfer counselling
(Lannon et al., 2012).
Now new centres may be taken through
a series of steps to develop, validate and
deploy predictive models to support their
clinical care. The first step is to meet
with the centre's leadership to define
patient counselling goals. In compliance

with relevant privacy and healthcare
laws and other confidentiality conditions
of the collaboration agreement, the
centre submits relevant encrypted data
to secure servers for processing into
a proprietary, analysis-ready format
for modelling. The data set typically
comprises 1 to 5 years of ART cycles
with linked outcomes from fresh and
frozen embryo transfers, relevant clinical
variables such as age, body mass index,
ovarian reserve, reproductive history,
clinical diagnosis and male partner's
health data, semen analysis and clinical
outcomes (e.g. clinical pregnancy, live
birth).
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personalization would be less than
models developed using larger data
sets. As outcomes of more ART cycles
become available, the model can be
updated to utilize more clinical variables.

The data science team analyses the
data to identify any special features that
together with clinicians’ feedback and
operational requirements will determine
strategies of features engineering, training
and test set design, modelling techniques
and the use of an optimal number or
combinations of variables tested to avoid
over- or underfitting given the size of
the training set. Following partitioning
of the data into training and test sets,
machine learning such as GBM is applied
to generate hundreds of models from
the training sets and model performance
metrics are obtained by validating against
test sets. After comparing against the
age-based control, models are compared
and the model that maximizes model
performance and reproducibility and
best meets clinical utility considerations
is ultimately selected. For example,
prognostics models developed for
smaller data sets (with ∼250 ART cycles
on the lower end) would typically still
outperform corresponding age-based
control models, although the model
would use fewer clinical variables to
avoid overfitting and the extent of

Model performance is assessed by
predictive power (posterior log of odds
ratio compared with age, PLORA),
discrimination (AUC), and reclassification
compared against age-only prognostics
models according to published methods
(Banerjee et al., 2010; Nelson et al.,
2015). TABLE 1 illustrates the benefits
of machine learning predictive model
reclassification versus age alone.
Prognostics model development and
validation are followed by comprehensive
quality assurance testing, establishment
of workflow and patient flow
incorporating use of the personalized
prognostics report, and role-specific staff
training prior to clinical usage.
The Univfy PreIVF Report for patients
conveys known prediction errors and
uncertainties not addressable by the
prognostics model so that patients are
aware and physicians can efficiently
and easily explain them. It is important
from the outset in counselling patients
to stress prognostication limitations,
as clearly it is impossible to know the
absolute outcome or the cause or
circumstances of ART cycle failure
(e.g. no embryo to transfer versus no
implantation) for a particular patient in
advance. In most cases the embryology
results of the first treatment cycle are
consistent with predicted probability of
ART success, hence has little additional
impact on the probability of success
in the subsequent cycles over other
clinical factors, allowing prognostication
for three or more cycles. However, in

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF TIERS OF PREDICTED PROBABILITY OF LIVE BIRTH ACCORDING TO AGE COHORT GROUPS
VERSUS RECLASSIFICATION INTO GROUPS ACCORDING TO A BOOSTED TREE METHOD TO TRAIN A PREIVF DIVERSITY
PREDICTIVE MODEL USING 1061 FIRST IVF CYCLES VALIDATED WITH A FURTHER 1058 FIRST IVF CYCLES
Tiers of predicted
probability of live
birth

Age cohort
groups

Proportion of
patients in each
age group

PreIVF D
classification
groups

Proportion of
patients in each
group

Impact of PreIVF D reclassification

>45.0%

n/a

40.0–45.0%

<35 years

49.6%

Group A

41.6%

Group B

13.5%

24.2%

Group C

19.3%

19.1%

Group D

13.2%

Group E

7.3%

•A
 round 86% of patients had significantly different
probabilities of live birth than predicted by age alone
(P < 0.05)
• Around 57% of patients had higher and 28% patients
had lower probabilities of live birth
• Predictive power by log-likelihood increased by 36%
(or increased by 9.0-fold on the log scale)

30.0–39.9%

35–37 years

20.0–29.9%

38–40 years

10.0–19.9%

n/a

<10.0%

41–42 years

Group F

5.1%

7.1%

Adapted from Choi et al. (2013).
n/a = not appropriate; PreIVF D = PreIVF diversity.
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2–5% of cases, the use of oocyte or
embryo morphology data from the
failed cycle informs a much altered
probability of success in subsequent
cycles and patients need to be aware of
this possibility. Also, some patients may
have unique circumstances impacting
ART prognosis yet they are not well
represented in the centre's historical ART
outcomes data set, hence physicians
need to assess the suitability of patients
prior to applying predictive models.
Many patients may not expect that
multiple ART cycles might be required
for a reasonable probability of having a
baby, assuming that expensive, ‘advanced’
treatment will achieve a baby on the
first attempt. Such misconceptions
cause unrealistic expectations, greater
psychological burden and increase
discontinuation rates after one failed
treatment, even if the patient has good
prognosis.
With the support of the Univfy PreIVF
Report, personalized to the couple's
health data and developed and validated
against the fertility centre's outcomes
data, physicians continue to apply
their professional knowledge when
counselling their patients, with enhanced
effectiveness backed by visual and datacentric formats. For this commentary
a utilization analysis of anonymized,
aggregated Univfy PreIVF Report data
representing ∼61,000 new patient visits
and their subsequent treatment choices
indicated that from the introduction of
counselling supported by this machine
learning-driven report, there was a nearly
two-fold increase (1.8-fold increase, 95%
confidence interval 1.2-fold to 3.5-fold)
in progression to ART within 6 months
from new patient visits compared with
historical data at each fertility treatment
centre.

CONCLUSION
Today ART provides options for almost
all infertile patients to have families, but
to realize the potential, patients need
to commit to a course of treatments
to maximize per-patient success.
Where financial barriers exist, accurate
prognostication across multiple treatment
allows IVF centres to offer personally
tailored IVF refund programmes or
multicycle programmes to the majority
of patients, reducing financial uncertainty
and conveying the commitment and
confidence of IVF centres. Where

there are no financial barriers, accurate
prognostication is a critical tool for
counselling patients as to whether ART
may be appropriate and to set realistic
expectations reducing the emotional
rollercoaster of treatment, ultimately
supporting more patients to establish
families. When executed appropriately,
the use of artificial intelligence/machine
learning has the potential to improve
the personalization and empathy of ART
prognostics counselling for physicians
and patients. A collaborative approach
taken by expert modellers and ART
practitioners can strike a healthy balance
between critiquing and trusting artificial
intelligence to maximize the potential of
this technology to improve appropriate
ART utilization.
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